SPLIT UP OF SYLLABUS (2017-18)
GRADE: 2
Subject: Computer

Essential Questions

* Identify the different types of Computers *
Differentiate between Computer & Man

* List ways by which computer is
better than man
*Name the different types of
computers

*Monitor
*Keyboard
*Mouse
*CPU
*Printer & Scanner
*Microphone & Speakers
*Headphones
*UPS
*CD or DVD Drive

*Familiarise the students with the different parts
of a computer

*Group Discussion on different parts
of a computer

JUNE

Uses of Computer

*Uses of Computer at
home,schools,offices,hospitals,
railway stations,airports,banks
*Uses of computers for
designing,defence purposes,space
research,making animated movies

*Let students know the various places where
computers are used

*Discuss the concept of Internet

Start and Shut down a
Computer

*Starting a Computer
*Icons
*Taskbar
*Shutting down a Computer

Identify the importance of starting and shutting
down a computer properly

*Demonstrate how to start and shut
down a computer

More About a Keyboard

*Caps Lock key
*Cursor Control Keys
*Backspace Key
*Delete Key
*Shift Key
*Home Key
*End Key
*Num Lock Key

Understand and identify the layout of a keyboard

Demonstrate and type the given
passage

OCTOBER

MAY

APRIL

Learning Outcomes

SEPTMBER

M

Unit/Chapter

Teacher Name: Ms.Asha Vikas

Introduction To Computers

Parts of a Computer

Concepts/Sub topic
* Computer & Man
* Types Of Computers

SPLIT UP OF SYLLABUS (2017-18)
GRADE: 2
Subject: Computer

Unit/Chapter

More About The Computer
Mouse

Drawing And Painting using
Paint

JANUARY

DCEMBER

NOVEMBER

M

MARCH

FEBRUARY

Tux Paint

Teacher Name: Ms.Asha Vikas

Concepts/Sub topic

*Types of Computer Mouse
*Mouse actions

*Starting Paint
*Parts of the Paint Window
*Paint Tools
*Shapes Tool
*Saving and opening a
drawing

*Starting Tux Paint
*Paint Tool,Eraser tool,Lines
tool,Shapes tool,Text
tool,Magic Tool,Stamp
tool,Other controls

Learning Outcomes

Essential Questions

Understand and identify the different types of
computer mouse and their actions

Identify the four actions of a mouse

Familiarise with the various tools in Paint

Identify the different tools and how ,for
what they are used

Create drawings that are informative

How can you place different objects
such as car and planets in your drawing

